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Walking the Rainbow
Welcoming back Year 10 and Year 12
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Headteacher's Welcome

t was an absolute joy to welcome our Year 12 students back into school yesterday for their group
seminars. It was fantastic to see our students arrive in the morning, to welcome them back and to
see our children in school learning. I have truly missed our pupils, students and colleagues. These last
few months have been so exceptionally difficult and the daily challenges significant but yesterday was a
reminder of what existed before Covid-19. The community I so loved being part of, the children and our
everyday interactions and the joy of seeing classrooms buzzing with the excitement of learning.

M r J B ritton
H eadteacher

I know from our primary schools that the first few weeks have gone really well and its been a joy to
see our children returning to school and to see colleagues, once again, teaching with children smiling,
learning and having fun, even if our schools do look and feel very different. I am excited for next week and am really
looking forward to greeting our Year 10 pupils as they also start to return, across the week, joining us on their allocated
day.
We continue to follow government guidance carefully - we have worked hard to adapt our school sites and to provide
the structure and implement the routines that will keep both our children and colleagues safe. Over 150 colleagues
will attend induction training prior to returning to lead our Year 10 and Year 12 classes. They will receive the necessary
guidance they will need to follow and the changes they will need to make, to keep our children, themselves and their
families safe. I am also conscious of our many colleagues who continue to shield at home, but who are working hard to
support those teaching by leading on our remote learning. I expect in your own work and businesses, many families will
be experiencing and making similar changes and adaptations.
Currently, other than the announcements by the Prime Minister and The Secretary of State for Education, that all
children will be ‘back to school full time in September’ we have received no other guidance with regard to the detail,
as we’re conscious that maintaining current guidelines around social distancing, for instance, or maintaining bubbles
to keep groups separate, will further change how our school looks and works. These are questions we hope will be
answered shortly, among others, so I can work with my colleagues and support yourself in helping to manage this
important transition for your child and family.
For those parents who continue to care for your child, to educate them while also managing the daily challenges of
work, I am so very grateful to you and understand as a parent myself the many challenges you are facing. I also know
for our children, from seeing our Year 10 pupils and Year 12 students attending their interviews, that either at home or
returning to school, how very anxious some of our children currently are as we return and adapt to a new norm. They
sense our worries, see the news and like ourselves, struggle with the changes that have altered their and our way of
life. Returning to school will fill some with excitement, but for others, it will seem a big step. Mr Davies and Mr Sloman
are working now to help support that transition and I know will be in contact with parents in Year 7, Year 8 and Year 9.
They will also be working to enhance the remote learning.
This week, for me, has provided hope and I do hope these following few months provide the news we all want to hear.
We will proceed slowly and with great caution. I am so grateful to the kind messages of support we’ve received and for
the recognition, that we all want to see our children return to school, but this must be done in a manner that ensures
our children, families and colleagues continue to be safe and remain well. I know our community has been tested and I
am so very proud of our children – this is and will continue to be a great community but hopefully one that will
learn under the same roof. Do have a good weekend.

‘Everything you do should be worthy,
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o matter the weather, we as a leadership team take pleasure in greeting our pupils at
the gate each day from 8:30am. Exchanging a good morning, sharing a smile, checking
uniform and offering a warm welcome – even on colder days - ensures that, in this
simple way, that we begin each day well.

M r G Davies

Even since lockdown began, my colleagues and I have continued this ritual. The fact that
there are fewer pupils doesn’t change this. I have enjoyed getting to know each by name
and have enjoyed catching up – at a distance – with parents and carers at drop-off. Even
in lockdown, in these morning conversations I’ve enjoyed passing conversations in which I have been
able to compare rugby spiral pass techniques, learn the difference between Bakugan, Pokemon, and
Yu-Gi-Oh, and marvel at some bewilderingly complex card tricks from a two metre distance. Working
with children is a privilege.
Head of School

The morning duty exemplifies the vital balance between those personal interactions (the relationships
that make our community close) and checking our fundamental expectations – punctuality, uniform,
conduct, safety and well-being. One cannot exist without the other.
At 8:40 yesterday I stood at the school gates in my usual place to welcome, in addition to our critical worker
pupils, our Year 12 as they returned to school. For some it has been for the first time since lockdown
began. We have spent a long time preparing for this. Even so, the sight of our Year 12 students entering
the site was incredibly moving in a way that, even after all of the preparations, I hadn’t expected. To see
students again that I have worked with closely – many of whom I taught last year – was a delight.
There is a real joy in coming together again. It is important that we continue to balance this with care
and mindfulness in ensuring we keep ourselves safe. Entering the school site after many months away
might have been daunting - for most this was perhaps the longest they have been out of the house since
March - but it was wonderful to see students lost in mathematics, chemistry,physical education, ert, and
history as I walked the corridors. It was clear that our Year 12 had taken the time to review our code of
conduct and even view our welcome video prior to entering the site.
Again, it has been great to see the vital balance between the fundamental expectations – the two metre
distancing, hand washing, hygiene – and those interpersonal interactions. Students were able to focus
on and enjoy their learning because they had understood, appreciated, and contributed to the routines
that keep us safe. Many thanks to parents and carers in supporting us with this. As with the fantastic
support you have offered with home learning, supporting our expectations with regard to conduct and
safety allows us to help the learning and wellbeing of children to flourish. It is with great pleasure that I
look forward to welcoming Year 10 next week.
Not all year groups have yet been able to return to school. For Year 10 and 12 who are unable to attend
sessions, notes and resources will be shared and uploaded to ClassCharts. I will also write to parents and
carers of Years 7, 8, and 9 in the coming week to outline our intentions to extend provision for these year
groups moving forward.
In the meantime, I wish you all the best.

Walking The Rainbow
We would like to confirm that while
national guidance around the two
metre rule was reviewed this week
with a planned reduction to one
metre plus, it is our intention to
continue to observe the two metre
rule in the coming weeks.

of great merit, character and value.’
Friday 26th June 2020
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Year 7 Art

My original water colour painting filter of the day

My original water colour painting inverted

Eli Maynard
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Lower School English Genre Project
As pupils move into Lower School they progress from analysing texts in isolation to considering
the historical and social contexts that have shaped them. Mary-Jane has produced the genre
study below to begin to explore how science fiction writers are shaped by the expectations of
this genre of fiction.

Mary-Jane Kelly
Friday 26th June 2020
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LOWER SCHOOL

Mrs Minton Writes:

I

am sure that I am not the only one who has found maintaining motivation in these strange
times, tough. As we have been confined mainly to our homes; finding the inspiration to
challenge ourselves is not easy. It is in these times that we must work even harder. As
Martin Luther King said:

M rs A M inton

Head of Lower School

Mrs Fox-Nicholls challenged me this month to get my running shoes on and to set myself a target that I
would really have to work for. I am now over 80km into my 100km in June challenge and I can assure you,
it has not been easy. However, setting our targets high and striving to achieve work of great merit is a
fundamental part of being a member of the Woldgate community. Year 7 have been doing just that over
the last few weeks. Below you can see some of the technology work that has been produced at school.
Lower School pupils continue to inspire me with their hard work and creativity on a daily basis- don't give
up: you are all amazing!
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UPPER SCHOOL

Mrs Atkinson Writes:

Love Of Learning

F

or many children around the world, having the opportunity to go to school is a privilege.
I loved school and I worked hard, because, for my family, sending me to school was
a huge sacrifice. Not only that; in those days, girls in Belize were not encouraged to
get an education, so my mum had to convince my dad! She was determined to give us the
opportunities that she did not have. Fortunately, I had help along the way. I was offered
M IA
H
U
S
academic scholarships to continue my education through secondary school and Sixth Form
College. I had great teachers and mentors who guided me through challenging times. I feel
so fortunate to be in a position where, along with a great set of colleagues at Woldgate, we can offer that
guidance and support to the pupils in our care.
rs

ead of

tkinson
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As we continue to care for our Critical Worker children, we think of the great sacrifices that their families
are making for our wider community. For that, we say, ‘thank you’. As a school, we are proud of the provision
that we have offered our young people. They have told us that they have loved the variety of lessons and
the opportunity to have face to face contact with staff. The pupils feel privileged to be able to get the
support with their learning and ask questions when they do not understand something. A bonus for many
is that they have made new friendships and have kept the routine of being in school. They have asked me
to pass on their thanks to all the staff who have supported them during this time.
We have missed having our other pupils and students in school. During the interviews, we have seen how
their faces lit up with anticipation for their return. They have acknowledged the value of being in school
and having the support of their teachers, as well as, that of their peers. They have also appreciated the
support and patience that their families have shown with their home learning. We only ask that, as we
constantly challenge you to excel and cultivate a lifelong love of learning, that you continue to try your
best. Please remember to value the opportunities that you are being given and treasure your education.
We take this opportunity to thank all of our families for your continued support. Take care of yourselves
and each other.

Friday 26th June 2020
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Our bodies and minds are very closely linked, so things that we do to improve our
physical wellbeing can help our mental wellbeing as well.
As parents and carers, we can play a very important role in our child’s health.
Teaching your child to be ‘Share Aware’
During this challenging time it can be particularly difficult to keep track of what your child is doing on
social networks, apps and games, or know how to keep them safe. Because, just like in real life, kids need
your help to stay safe online.
Talk about their online world
We talk to children about crossing the road, not speaking to strangers and lately social distancing, and
generally staying safe in the world. But what about staying safe in the digital world?
Having regular conversations about what your child is doing online - just like you would about their day, is
the best way to keep them safe.
You'll be able to spot any problems, encourage them to come to you if they’re worried and make sure they
know what’s ok to share online - and what’s not.
3 tips to help start the conversation
1. Explore sites and apps together and talk about any concerns.
2. Ask your child if they know how to stay safe online.
3. Talk about personal information and what to share online.
Create a family agreement
Creating a family agreement is a great way to start talking about online safety.
It'll help your child understand what behaviour is appropriate when they're online. And they'll know who
they can turn to if they are ever worried about anything they see or do.
Explore popular social networks, apps and games
Children and young people use social networks to:
· share photos or videos
· chat with people via messages, voice calls or video
· film and broadcast videos via live-streaming
· play games
You've probably heard of Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat, Tic Tok - the most popular networks
used by 11-16 year olds. But what about Omegle, Steam and Viber? Take the time to find out about social
networks used by your child, and ensure you and they understand how to safe whilst using them.
To learn more about children's favourite social networks, their suggested ages and how to use privacy
settings, visit Net Aware at https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/keeping-children-safe/shareaware/
Mr L Sloman
Senior Deputy Headteacher
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SIXTH FORM COLLEGE

Mr Hardie Writes:

I
M r J H ardie

Head of S ixth Form

t has been a great pleasure to continue with our one to one interviews this week. The maturity that
our students have shown throughout this difficult period has really shone through and it has been
wonderful to speak to our students about their experiences. Importantly, this week has also seen
some of our Year 12 students return for subject based lessons. While I am proud of the work they
have been producing in their own time, having a teacher in front of you in the room has provided a
real boost for so many of our students and I look forward to the continuation of these lessons in the
coming weeks.

Recent months has placed a great deal of responsibility on our students to take control of their own learning. Some
rise to the challenge when responsibility is placed upon them and our students have certainly done this.
At Woldgate Sixth Form our students are encouraged to become independent learners. We focus on how they can
structure their own time and study activities outside of their lessons. They are also encouraged to take responsibility
as leaders within the school and the wider community as they act as role models to younger pupils. Year 12 and 13
students are looked up to by pupils lower down the school; how they act and how they demonstrate a passion for
learning and the subjects they study has a huge impact on others throughout the school. Our Year 12 students have
taken on the responsibility of mentoring, enrichment, volunteering and supporting the school at various events this
year. Next year they will also have the opportunity to step into more formal roles as lunchtime prefects or as part
of our senior prefect team.
I continue to be impressed by how our students have responded to this responsibility placed upon them and they
have continued to be a credit to themselves and the school throughout this difficult time. I look forward to seeing
them relish the opportunity of stepping into their roles as leaders within our school next year.

Information about food available
in school over the next few weeks.
Welcome back to all our Year 12 students and
Year 10 pupils. We've missed you! If you are
returning to lessons we have a revised menu
for you and so we thought we would show
you what we are offering for your midday
break. This will be brought down to you in
your teaching room and can be ordered when
you arrive in school. There are also a range of
drinks on offer as well.

Friday 26th June 2020
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Mrs Geary Writes:

M rs S G eary

Head of Inclusion

I

wonder if you were excited to find out that live football was returning to TV last week? I know
many of our pupils have missed following their teams; especially the Liverpool supporters.
Although the games were as competitive as usual and the players just as enthusiastic as
ever, there seemed to be a lack of atmosphere. Without the roar of the crowd encouraging
the players on, or groaning when a shot glanced the crossbar, there was definitely something
missing.

We have many talented athletes at Woldgate School for whom life without team sports will have been a
great trial. I love looking at the names and the photos of champions commemorated on the boards around
the school hall. One of my greatest privileges at Woldgate School has been watching my year groups play
at Bootham Crescent and along with many other teachers, being able to shout them on from the stands.
When the girls’ football team achieved success a few years ago, the whole school watched them play via
a live-link, a long time before this became the norm. They were heartened to know that the school were
encouraging them to do the best.
The gift of encouragement is one of the best gifts we can have, in my opinion. Even in the darkest days,
knowing that someone is urging you on can make all the difference. Every day, we encourage pupils to be
the best versions of themselves.
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